Clippers Arena Obtain Major Approval
Clippers Arena in Inglewood Cleared to Go

The recent news of 2023 might suggest a world-class basketball arena opening soon, but some residents and businesses are concerned about the impact on traffic and parking. The City of Inglewood, known for its rich history in sports, is looking forward to the new arena, which is expected to attract visitors from across the country.

Brad Pyc, Jr. laid to rest in Inglewood

A beloved local sports figure, Brad Pyc, Jr., passed away recently, leaving a void in the hearts of many. Pyc was a prominent figure in the Inglewood community, known for his dedication to local sports and community engagement. His contributions to the city's sports culture will be remembered for years to come.

Opinion: Can Working Parents Still Teach Their Kids at Home?

With the rise of remote learning, many parents are balancing work and home-schooling responsibilities. The digital divide and lack of access to technology in some areas highlight the challenges faced by families. The debate continues on the effectiveness of remote education, with some parents advocating for traditional classroom settings.